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The Wordsworth Collection of Classic Short Stories 2007 these accomplished tales from the pens of great writers are object
lessons in the art of creating a literary masterpiece on a small canvas
The Great Gatsby 1993 a young man newly rich tries to recapture the past and win back his former love despite the fact that
she has married
The Waves 2000 there are six major characters in this novel their voices describe the intensity of childhood the optimism and
physical awareness of youth the detachment of middle age sensations emotions perceptions come and go in the procession of
the narrative like seasons like waves
Nostromo 1996 nostromo is the only man capable of the decisive action needed to save the silver of the san tome mine and
secure independence for sulaco is his integrity as unassailable as everyone believes or will his ideals like those which have
inspired the struggling state itself buckle under economic and political pressures
Daniel Deronda 1996 the hero daniel deronda adopted son of an english aristocrat discovers his jewish heritage and with that
his heritage
North and South 1994 this is one of the earliest novels of industrial alienation tellingly linked to the plight of 19th century
women it tells of the relationship between margaret hale a girl from the old rural south and john thornton a mill owner from the
new industrial north
The Wind in the Willows 1993 rat mole badger and the preposterous mr toad have brought delight to many through the years
with their odd adventures on and by the river and at the imposing residence of toad hall
Fathers and Sons 1995-10-23 set in 1859 at the moment when the russian autocratic state began to move hesitantly towards
social and political reform this novel explores the conflict between the liberal minded fathers of russian reformist sympathies
and their free thinking intellectual sons whose revolutionary ideology threatened the stability of the state
Scenes of Clerical Life 2007 when scenes of clerical life eliot s first work of fiction first appeared in print anonymously in 1857
critics immediately hailed it for its humorous irony the truthfulness of its presentation of the lives of ordinary men and women
and its compassionate acceptance of human weakness thethree stories that comprise the volume foreshadow eliot s greatest
work and an acquaintance with them is essential to a full understanding of one of the greatest english novelists
Heart of Darkness and Other Stories 1995 generally regarded as the pre eminent work of conrad s shorter fiction heart of
darkness is a chilling tale of horror which as the author intended is capable of many interpretations
Silas Marner 1994 tells the story of the unjustly exiled silas marner a handloom linen weaver of raveloe in the agricultural
heartland of england and how he is restored to life by the unlikely means of the orphan child eppie
To the Lighthouse 1994 to the lighthouse features the serene and maternal mrs ramsay the tragic yet absurd mr ramsay and
their children and assorted guests who are on holiday on the isle of skye from the seemingly trivial postponement of a visit to a
nearby lighthouse virginia woolf constructs a moving examination of the complex tensions and allegiances of family life and the
conflicts within a marriage book jacket
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The Mill on the Floss 1995 this novel based on george eliot s own experiences of provincial life is an ambiguous work where
moral choice is subjected to the hypocrisy of the victorian age headstrong maggie tulliver finds that her love for her brother
turns to conflict due to his bourgeois standards
The Forsyte Saga 2002 with a new introduction by professor cedric watts m a ph d the forsyte saga is galsworthy s enduringly
popular masterpiece initially the plot centres on soames forsyte a successful solicitor living in london with his beautiful wife
irene a pillar of the late victorian upper middle class wealthy and well connected he seems to lead an enviable life but beneath
the respectable exterior lie acute tensions and frustrations the marriage of soames and irene culminates in sexual violence and
recriminations the consequent feud within the family will be long lasting with ironic and dramatic outcomes in the forsyte saga
john galsworthy analyses the achievements confusions and hypocrisies of an era this renowned chronicle of a divided dynasty
repeatedly filmed and televised has engrossed audiences internationally
夜はやさし 2008 excerpt from wordsworth ir an author by any single composition has impressed us with respect for his talents it is
use ful to consider this as affording a presumption that on other occasions where we have been dis pleased he nevertheless may
not have written ill or absurdly and further to give him so much credit for this one composition as may induce us to review what
has displeased us with more care than we should otherwise have bestowed on it this modest plea addressed by wordsworth to
his contemporaries was by them utterly rejected it is the purpose of these pages to consider it anew to approach the poetry of
wordsworth with a favourable predisposition to attempt to read it as he would have wished it to be read and to find in it what he
attempted to express literary criticism is a thing of many kinds and many shapes but the largest part of it perhaps is judicial to
distinguish the good from the bad about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works
Wordsworth (Classic Reprint) 2015-07-16 a victorian governess s love for her mysterious employer is threatened by the
tragic secret of his mansion
A Short History of English Literature 1992 originally published in 1913 author henri lichtenberger language english
keywords history many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce
and increasingly expensive obscure press are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality modern editions using
the original text and artwork keywords english keywords 1900s language english artwork
Jane Eyre 1994 this work comprises the first western historical writing it provides a history of the then known world and
provides answers to questions such as why did pheidippides run from marathon to athens and why did leonides and the
spartans comb their hair before the battle of thermopylae
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Castle Rackrent and the Absentee 1996 set in the malay archipelago this novel not only provides a gripping account of
maritime adventure and romance but also an exotic tale of the east it explores the dilemmas of conscience of moral isolation of
loyalty and betrayal confronting a sensitive individual whose romantic quest for an honourable ideal are tested to the limit
Histories 1993 the moonstone a priceless yellow diamond is looted from an indian temple and maliciously bequeathed to rachel
verinder
Lord Jim 1993 emma woodhouse imagines that she dominates those around her in the small town of highbury but her inept
matchmaking creates problems for herself and others
The Moonstone 1994 excerpt from william wordsworth he respected himself he revered his subject too much for that the close
personal intimacy the frequent intercourse he had enjoyed with the venerable old man who had shown him an all but fatherly
affection so far from dulling his sense of what was due to such a character only served to intensify it and nothing would have
given him greater pain than to dwell on the passing weak nesses and the commonplace and unedifying de tails from which no
human life is wholly exempt about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works
Emma 2017-12-25 the heroine of this novel is lily bart whose goal is to secure a rich husband who can sustain her lifestyle she
operates in a world where social position is important but money can buy it lily is redeemed by her clear view of the corrupt
society which is her gilded cage
William Wordsworth (Classic Reprint) 2002-03 the diary is that of someone who acknowledges that he is not a somebody charles
pooter a clerk in the city of london chronicles with often hilarious detail the everyday life of the lower middle classes during the
great victorian age
嵐が丘下 2002 the protagonist tom jones is introduced to the reader as a ward of a liberal somerset squire appearing a generous but
slightly wild and reckless boy misfortune followed by many spirited adventures as he travels to london to seek his fortune teach
tom wisdom to go with his good heartedness
The House of Mirth 1994 guy de maupassant was a master of the short story this collection displays his lively diversity with
tales that vary in theme and tone ranging from tragedy and satire to comedy and farce
The Diary of a Nobody 1992 includes stories such as the diamond as big as the ritz the cut glass bowl may day the rich boy
crazy sunday an alcoholic case the lees of happiness the lost decade and babylon revisited
The History of Tom Jones 1997 frankenstein is a deeply disturbing story of a monstrous creation which has terrified and
chilled readers since its first publication in 1818
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The Best Short Stories 1994 abandoned at birth and threatened with a life in service defoe s young rebel sets her heart on
independence one fatal seduction and five husbands later she resorts to a life of self supporting crime
The Diamond as Big as the Ritz 1993 james joyce s a portrait of the artist as a young man 1916 is one of the twentieth century s
great coming of age novels this norton critical edition is based on hans walter gabler s acclaimed text and is accompanied by his
introduction and textual notes john paul riquelme provides explanatory notes to deepen the reader s appreciation for joyce s
masterpiece backgrounds and contexts is topically organized political nationalism irish history 1798 1916 the irish literary and
cultural revival religion and aesthetic backgrounds fourteen illustrations accompany the documents criticism begins with john
paul riquelme s overview of a portrait of the artist as a young man s structure twelve diverse interpretations of his work follow
by kenneth burke umberto eco hugh kenner helene cixous john paul riquelme karen lawrence maud ellmann bonnie kime scott
joseph valente marian eide pericles lewis adn jonathan mulrooney a selected bibliography is also included book jacket
Frankenstein, Or, The Modern Prometheus 1993 the last novel completed by jane austen before she died unmarried in her
early forties persuasion is often thought to be the story of the author s own lost love
Moll Flanders 1992 elizabeth bennet s early determination to dislike mr darcy is a prejudice only matched by his arrogant
pride
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 1993 introduces us to a group of memorable characters variously eccentric farcical and
endearing this book involves the reader in the labyrinthine creation of a purported autobiography it anticipates modernism and
postmodernism
Persuasion 1992 othello the moor of venice is a tragedy by william shakespeare based on the short story moor of venice by
cinthio believed to have been written in approximately 1603 the work revolves around four central characters othello his wife
desdemona his lieutenant cassio and his trusted advisor iago attesting to its enduring popularity the play appeared in 7 editions
between 1622 and 1705 because of its varied themes racism love jealousy and betrayal it remains relevant to the present day
and is often performed in professional and community theatres alike the play has also been the basis for numerous operatic film
and literary adaptations
Pride and Prejudice 1996 tocqueville examines the structures institution and operation of democracy and analyzes the lessons
that europe could learn from american successes and failures it continues to be an influential text on both sides of the atlantic
especially in the emerging democracies of eastern europe
Tristram Shandy 2021-05-02 theatre program
Othello 1998 oscar wilde took london by storm with his first comedy lady windermere s fan his other plays include a woman of
no importance and the importance of being earnest this work features wilde s plays ranging from his early tragedy era to the
controversial salome and little known fragments la sainte courtisane and a florentine tragedy
Democracy in America 1993
The Hunchback of Notre-Dame 2000
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The Plays of Oscar Wilde
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